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1. Call to Order

2. Welcome - Roll Call
• David Nelson, Chair

• Jeff Short, Vice-Chair

• Joe Horton

• Chinnaian Jawahar

3. Pledge of Allegiance

4. Meeting Minutes

Transportation Commission Meeting 
Council Chambers 
311 Vernon Street 

November 15, 2016 - 7:00 p.m. 
Agenda 

• Ryan Schrader

• Richard DeMarchi

• Emily Nunez, Youth Commissioner

• Vacant position

a. October 18, 2016 (ACTION REQUIRED)

5. Oral Communication (Time Limitation Five (5) Minutes) Anyone wishing to address

the Commission on matters not on the Agenda please stand, come to the podium and state NAME

for the record.

6. Consent Calendar
a. None

7. Special Presentations/Reports
a. Highway 65 Widening Project

b. Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard Widening Project (ACTION REQUIRED)

8. Staff and/or Commission Reports/Comments
a. Alternative Transportation Division Update

9. Pending Agenda
None

10. Adjournment

Note: If you plan to use audio/visual materials during your presentation, they must be submitted to the

City of Roseville 72 hours in advance. All public meetings are broadcast live on Comcast Channel 14 or

Surewest Channel 73 and replayed the following morning beginning at 9:00 a.m. Meetings are also

replayed on weekends.
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Figure 2
Project Location

Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard Widening Project
City of Roseville, Placer County, California

Source: ESRI 2016. Created by: Dokken Engineering, 2016



FIGURE 3: Project Features



Comment Card Response

1) Add signal at golf course due to traffic demand for left and right turns. 
2) consider doing a maintenance overlay on existing lanes to limit impact to area so you don't have to come in a couple years later

1) Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time.     2) A maintenance overlay is planned with this project.   

With the increase in traffic, I have concerns over pedestrian safety. 40 mph speed limits will not be obeyed on a 4 lane thoroughfare. My children attend Silverado and Woodcreek HS and the increase 
in traffic makes their walk or bikeride to school even more unsafe. PLEASE 3X consider building pedestrian bridges over Pleasant Grove to connect pedestrians N of Pleasant Grove to the schools 
south of Pleasant Grove

The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  
Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.

Please consider the overall pedestrian use of Woodcreek Oaks Blvd. It is used by children ad adults alike on a regular basis. We have ensured the current ability and accessibility to facilities via 
walking. It has improved our lives and I would hate that accessbility taken away or diminished due to heavy traffic, speeding vehicles, noise pollution.

The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  
Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.  Traffic noise modeling shows the 
project will not increase noise levels from transporation sources in excess of standards established in the City of Roseville 
General Plan Noise Element or Noise Ordinance, nor will it result in any substantial permanent increase in ambient noise 
levels.  At most modeled locations, the 2035 cumulative projected traffic noise increase is less than 3 dBA, which is the 
threshold for human ear perception of a noise increase.

Please put a signal in at Calle Las Casas. It is already difficult to cross the street. With 4 lanes it will be more dangerous!

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time.

I am very concerned about the safety of the construction and final result around the Horncastle intersections. There is a blind corner created by the retaining wall that has made it very difficult to 
turn right from Horncastle to Woodcreek going north and trees blinding the curve turning south. I think the street is too windy and too residential for widneing. There are already other streets in the 
immediate area (Foothills, Fiddyment, Blue Oaks, Pleasant Grove) that can handle capacity that this project shouldn't be necessary. The consultant checked and confirmed stopping sight distance standards are met at this intersection.
Please make sure you are aware of the speeds that the cars go. Kids that cross this street when walking to school will not be safe, and I highly encourage that you make sure kids can feel safe crossing 
that street. At least put some sort of recognition that there is a light up ahead, so people know to slow down. 

The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  
Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.

Great Presentation

If you keep these two lanes, people will think "O, it's like a freeway. Let's drive fast". And bad things will probably happen….(Please don't let cars drive too fast!)
The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  
Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.

Safety along the sidewalk is a concern. Students & families use the sidewalk along Woodcreek Oaks. What safety measures will there be during construction? Please ensure water features are 
incorporated to ensure the health of our streams & environment

The construction of this project will not be within the sidewalk areas.  The City will notify residents of construction activities 
in advance, and there will be City inspection staff on the site during construction to enforce safety and public convenience 
requirements for pedestrians.

The current construction outside of Crimson Ridge Way is very dangerous. We have lost the fucntion of a left turn lane going into Crimson Ridge. We need a left turn lane off Woodcreek Oaks turning 
onto Crimson Ridge.

Staff forwarded these concerns to the Development Services Department for follow up .  Consistent with the the Campus 
Oaks Development project CEQA mitigation measures, future traffic concerns related to the Campus Oaks Development 
should be directed to EE Christensen Jr (Chris), Construction and Field Property Manager at cell: 916-960-9700.  This project 
will provide a left turn lane off Woodcreek Oaks onto Crimson Ridge.

There is not an existing traffic problem except 20 minutes during school drop off & pick up. However, adding more lanes will only bring the traffic that doesn't exist. Certainly, not designed for 
residents. If this must go through please design the bioswales so that there is not a drop off if the vegetatoin doesn't grow. I've seen some relaly poor designs that actually created a hazard for 
pedestrians. 

The Northwest Roseville Specific Plan, adopted by the City Council in May, 1989, called for Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard to be 
a four lane arterial roadway from Baseline Road to Marblethorpe Drive.  A traffic analysis prepared by Fehr & Peers in May 
1988 assessed the traffic impacts of the residential and commercial developments proposed within the NWRSP and identified 
the need for the four lane arterial Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Bioswale design will conform to the West Placer Post 
Construction Stormwater Design Manual, adopted in April 2016.

The trees/bushes/shrubs along the sound walls (where residences back to Woodcreek Oaks) is significantly inferior to other areas of Roseville, particularly north of Canevari + South of Horncastle. The 
increase in lanes, which will lead to an increase in car volume, and in increase in road noise that impacts those residences backing to Woodcreek. Your sound/noise "sample spots" are likely in front of 
this wall and do not account for the assistance that good landscaping would provide. I would like to see significant landscaping upgrades to help offset what will inevitably be an increase in noise. 

Except in the open space area, the widening is towards the median, and there is no removal of trees in the sidewalk areas.  
The project will preserve median trees and landscape areas as much as feasible, and will add trees (planned gain of 19 trees) 
and water quality landscaping features in areas with new median and new curb, gutter, and sidewalk. Traffic noise modeling 
shows the project will not increase noise levels from transportation sources in excess of standards established in the City of 
Roseville General Plan Noise Element or Noise Ordinance, nor will it result in any substantial permanent increase in ambient 
noise levels.  At most modeled locations, the 2035 cumulative projected traffic noise increase is less than 3 dBA, which is the 
threshold for human ear perception of a noise increase.     

Hopefully this will not be a designated truck route It will not.

There is a need for a traffic light at Marblethorpe. It is currently difficult to turn left without a light crossing 4 lanes of traffic will cause more chance for accidents. People increase speed from one 
traffic light to another and speed. With an increase of teenage drivers in the neighborhood, to turn left safely, people will drive down Ludlow to Horncastle to get to a signal increasing traffic flow in 
the neighborhood. With two more traffic lights, golf course and marblethrope, it will decrease speed, less accidents, safer neighborhood

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Marblethorpe Drive 
and Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a 
new signal at this time.  The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of 
the roadway widening.  Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.

Woodcreek Oaks Community Workshop Comment Cards - August 24, 2016



Comment Card Response

Woodcreek Oaks Community Workshop Comment Cards - August 24, 2016

Have 3 concerns. 1) need traffic light @ entrance to Woodcreek Golf Course. The traffic will create ? In exiting parking lot 2) Section that has 2 foot medians will be insufficient for two way traffic @ 
40 mph. Without wider medians or barrier it will be dangerous. Cars waiting to turn will have 2 foot distnace from oncoming cars @ 40 mph. 3) Who thinks that motorists will actually go 40 mph? No 
way!!

1) Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time.  2) the 2 foot wide medians and other project features will match the City of Roseville standards for design  
3)  The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway 
widening.  Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.

Need a stoplight at Woodcreek Oaks Golf Course. People turning left currently run out in front of northbound traffic. 2) need a stoplight at Marblethrope to allow a left hand turn. It is difficult 
currently with four lanes + faster speeds it will be very unsafe to make a left hand turn. It will cause people to drive through neighbor street to use the light at Horncastle. 

Traffic studies of these intersections do not show warrants are met for new signals.  Staff will continue to monitor the 
intersections service levels but does not recommend new signals at this time.

At least put some lights at the intersections…peole who cross there are not safe with incoming traffic and a winding road. People who want to drive fast NEED to slow down instead of just adding 
another "fast lane". 

Traffic studies of these intersections do not show warrants are met for new signals.  Staff will continue to monitor the 
intersections service levels but does not recommend new signals at this time.  The posted speed limits on this segment of 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  Comments regarding existing speeding have 
been forwarded to the Police Department.

The traffic on Marblethope Drive increases from 7:00am until 9:00 as parents and some school buses use the street as a cutter to avoid the light at Horncastle to Blue Oaks Elem. It starts again at 2:00 
until 3:30. Numerous people who work and live in subdivisons off of Horncastle also use Marblethorpe as a cutter street. A trip light would help the poeple living on Marblethrope and other 
subdivisions to make a left hand turn. A trip light shoud also beat the golf course.

Traffic studies of these intersections do not show warrants are met for new signals.  Staff will continue to monitor the 
intersections service levels but does not recommend new signals at this time. 

Concerned about amount of traffic that will be unvited to use this street versus using Foothills or Fiddyment. Concerned about noise level. Councerned about accidents and speeding. NO more stop 
lights on this road.

The Northwest Roseville Specific Plan, adopted by the City Council in May, 1989, called for Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard to be 
a four lane arterial roadway from Baseline Road to Marblethorpe Drive.  A traffic analysis prepared by Fehr & Peers in May 
1988 assessed the traffic impacts of the residential and commercial developments proposed within the NWRSP and identified 
the need for the four lane arterial Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Traffic noise modeling shows the project will not increase 
noise levels from transporation sources in excess of standards established in the City of Roseville General Plan Noise Element 
or Noise Ordinance, nor will it result in any substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels.  At most modeled 
locations, the 2035 cumulative projected traffic noise increase is less than 3 dBA, which is the threshold for human ear 
perception of a noise increase.  The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard will not change as a 
result of the roadway widening.  Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded to the Police Department.  
There are no proposed new traffic signals with this project.

Please considere a signal light on Calle Las Casas. We live on that street and have a hard time getting out. 

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time

We live off Woodcreek Oaks Blvd (left on Marblethorpe). There are only two ways out of our subdivision - Marblethorope or Horncastle and both exit onto Woodcreek Oaks Blvd. this has always 
concerned us as in case of an emergency or disaster there is only one way to get out of our neghborhood - Woodcreek Oaks Blvd. Likewise, we are afraid of the negative impacts from construction 
with no way to avoid it or leave the neighborhood in an alternate route. 

The project will be staged and traffic control requirements enforced such that the two exits from the neighborhood onto 
Woodcreek Oaks blvd are never out of commission at the same time.

This is not a comment though…but I saw a major incident near Cooley Middle School…If I see another accident in traffic, you will regret it…I promise…

Staff forwarded these concerns to the Development Services Department for follow up .  Consistent with the the Campus 
Oaks Development project CEQA mitigation measures, future traffic concerns related to the Campus Oaks Development 
should be directed to EE Christensen Jr (Chris), Construction and Field Property Manager at cell: 916-960-9700.  This project 
will provide a left turn lane off Woodcreek Oaks onto Crimson Ridge.

Please don't make the lanes too small, otherwise people will have a hard time staying in their lane. I am also concerned with the speed. If you make 2 lanes, people will not obey the speed limit, and 
instead, drive fast, and then the kids will be hurt who are just crossing to get to school!

Lane widths will conform to City of Roseville design standards.  The posted speed limits on this segment of Woodcreek Oaks 
Boulevard will not change as a result of the roadway widening.  Comments regarding existing speeding have been forwarded 
to the Police Department. 

Just a general question as to the necessity of this project. Traffic is bad in the morning only (WHS traffic). Anytime else it's very clear. What is th ecurrent LOS for Woodcreek? What will it be servicing 
Campus Oaks student traffic to WHS/ What other development would this expansion be servicing?

The Northwest Roseville Specific Plan, adopted by the City Council in May, 1989, called for Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard to be 
a four lane arterial roadway from Baseline Road to Marblethorpe Drive.  A traffic analysis prepared by Fehr & Peers in May 
1988 assessed the traffic impacts of the residential and commercial developments proposed within the NWRSP and identified 
the need for the four lane arterial Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard. 

Thank you for the information. One concern I have is the safety of the cross traffic at the Woodcreek Oaks Golf Course.

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time

Lack of light at Calle Las Casas - not timed, dangerous intersection vehicles cannot get in or out, at peak times pedestrians + bicycles lack of access to golf course vehicles driving over the speed limit 
NOW!! What's four lanes going to do

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time



Comment Card Response

Woodcreek Oaks Community Workshop Comment Cards - August 24, 2016

IMMEDIATE NEED Woodcreek/Blue Oaks - the construction barrier is set up in such a way that left turns into apartments and safeway and the southbound lanes merge 2 lanes to one is causing an 
extremely dangerous situation particularly during rush hour. My understanding is that there have already been head on collisions. It seems there is plenty of room to move the barrier...the 
construction crews just do not want to move it twice. The planner that approved this will be responsible for someone's death if nothing is done ASAP!

Staff forwarded these concerns to the Development Services Department for follow up .  Consistent with the the Campus 
Oaks Development project CEQA mitigation measures, future traffic concerns related to the Campus Oaks Development 
should be directed to EE Christensen Jr (Chris), Construction and Field Property Manager at cell: 916-960-9700.  This project 
will provide a left turn lane off Woodcreek Oaks onto Crimson Ridge.

Crimson Ridge turn - there is currently no left turn lane getting into the gate. Would it be possible to put one people almost get rear-ended trying to stop. This project will provide a left turn lane off of Woodcreek Oaks onto Crimson Ridge

Light is ABSOLUTELY necessary in front of the golf course. School dropoff in the morning exists Calle Las Casas off onto that street (Woodcreek Oaks) This portion of the project needs attention. 

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time

Recommend a traffic light at Woodcreek Oaks Golf Course. My wife was in an accident at that intersection this year. SE corner of Woodcreek oaks + Blue Oaks needs drainage. Floods in winter 
creating hydro-plane hazard.

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time

A signal at Calle Las Casas is needed.

Traffic studies of this intersection  do not show warrants are met for a new signal at the intersection of Calle Las Casas and 
Woodcreek Oaks Boulevard.  Staff will continue to monitor the intersection’s service level but does not recommend a new 
signal at this time
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